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Challenge Grant Offered By Alumnus
The Day Foundation, established by

businessman and philanthropist Clarence
Day of Memphis, has offered a $100,000
challenge grant to Southwestern At Mem-
phis, thereby boosting the 1980-81
Southwestern Fund campaign which kicks
off October 4.

For Southwestern to receive the
$100,000, it must first meet two criteria as
outlined by the Day Foundation.

First, the college must receive at least
$700,000 in unrestricted gifts for operating
expenses from alumni, friends, trustees,
parents, corporations, faculty and staff
during the current fiscal year running July
1, 1980, through June 30, 1981. Second, a
minimum of 5,000 donors must contribute
in that 12-month period.

"Excellence is what Southwestern is all
about," said Day, a Southwestern alum-
nus, who last year gave $25,000 to
Southwestern's Center for Continuing
Education. "The purpose of this challenge
grant is to encourage greater support from
Southwestern's alumni and friends for its _
pursuit of excellence. If we who believe in
Southwestern do not ensure its success,
then who will?" Alumni listen for voices of support as they telephone to meet the $700,000 challenge.

The Day challenge gift is the largest in Photo by John Peeples
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Sign Stirs Controversy

the history of the Southwestern Fund, ac-
cording to Dr. Don Lineback, director of
development at the college. Mr. Day is a
trustee and chairman of the Day Founda-
tion which was established in 1960 to fund
worthwhile and innovative projects and
agencies. The Day Companies, Inc., of
which Mr. Day is president, is a Memphis-
based holding company for several
businesses.

If the challenge is met, the Day gift will
be earmarked as a permanent endowment
fund and considered part of the $20 Million
Commitment, the college's capital funds
campaign which has to date received over
$11.1 million in gifts and pledges. The Day
Foundation has not yet announced how it
wishes the income from the gift to be used.

During the fiscal year 1979-80,
Southwestern's annual giving program
received $645,000 from 4,000 donors. The
1980-81 goal of $700,000 from 5,000 donors
represents an 8.5 percent annual increase
in total dollars and a 25 percent increase in
number of contributors.

The money collected each year through
the Southwestern Fund helps to underwrite
the costs of operating the college such as
library and laboratory purchases, scholar-
ships, maintenance of the physical plant
and others.

by Todd Weems
There was some controversy between

.certain black students and the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity last week concerning a
large poster placed in the refectory pro-
moting the SAE Bush Party last Saturday
night.

The poster, bearing the design of an
African Bushman, was spotted by senior
Willie Coleman at breakfast Thursday mor-
ning. "I was offended as a black man,"
Coleman said. "The symbolism involved in
a caricature of the bushman was a negative
representation of the black man specifical-
ly, and black people in general. To me, the
poster represented a carry-over of the old
ideals of the black man as being an ig-
norant, savage barbarian. It was a
caricature of a stereotype."

Coleman subsequently informed Dean
Bo Scarborough about the design, asking
that it be removed from the refectory. Scar-
borough, in turn, contacted the SAE's and
suggested they get together as a group and
consider the implications of such a design.

Asked why he didn't immediately
remove the sign from the refectory, Bo
replied, "I think it would be better for
students to confront questions of racism,
rather than have the administration fix
things in order to avoid the debate of those
questions."

SAE President Craig Ingvalson was
understanding when he learned the motives
certain black students had in taking action
to remove the sign. "We did not think
beforehand that the sign we made would of-
fend any black students on campus," In-
gvalson said. Coleman stressed his feelings
by stating, "As a predominantly white
organization, they were not in a position to
make a judgment as to whether or not the
design would be offensive to a black person
on campus. Therefore, they should have
consulted with black students before put-
ting up the design."

After Coleman's objections to the
sign, the Bushman was painted green, and
the word WASP was written alongside the
caricature. The poster was dated, timed and
signed by an SAE member, therefore mak-
ing it legitimate campus art.

Because some black students con-
sidered the poster offensive, Ingvalson said,
"There was no racial slur intended what-
soever." SAE Treasurer Chris Christie also
stated, "We didn't think there was any rela-
tionship between an African bushman and
a black American." Chris went on to say,
"We were insensitive to the feelings of
some black students on campus."

Kim Shaw, President of the BSA,
speaking for herself, and not as a
spokeswoman for the BSA, said, "What
really is sad is the blatant expression of in-
sensitivity. Even though black students con-
stitute a minute percentage of the students
attending Southwestern, that is no reason

to ignore them." She also commented, "I
thought being a Southwestern student
reflected an awareness and concern for all
students."

On Monday, Dean Scarborough
reflected on the conflict that arose from the
design, stating, "I would hope both groups
would come to understand each other and
appreciate each other's feelings."

Coleman added to Scarborough's com-
ment by saying, "What I hope the SAE's
will learn from this situation is that people
shouldn't take other people's feelings for
granted. Whether they discussed the
design's implications or not, they assumed
that it was all right.

"With America's previous race pro-
blems, you don't make assumptions like
that." Coleman also said, "I am all for
communication and dialogue between
myself and the SAE's."

SA T Scores Drop
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-For the
17th straight year, average Scholastic Ap-
titude Test (SAT) scores have dropped, ac-
cording to a new report from the College
Entrance Examination Board, which helps
administer the tests.

High school seniors who took the stan-
dardized tests during the 1979-80 academic
year-this fall's college freshmen-had
average verbal scores of 424 and average
math scores of 466, compared with averages
of 478 and 502 in 1963, when the downward
slide began.

Average scores for last year's college
freshman class were 427 on the verbal ex-
am, and 467 on the math. The students who
are this year's juniors averaged 429 and
468, while this year's seniors had a verbal
average of 429 and a math average of 470.

The Southwestern groundskeeping crew surprised frisbee throwers in the Robb Common
quad with signs like this one last Tuesday. The bermuda grass starts dying out at this time
of year, and in well-worn spots like the quad, mud baths are not far behind. Bare spots all
over campus have been seeded with winter grass to improve the appearance of the campus
and to lessen erosion problems. The grounds crew hopes the fall break time will give the
grass a chance to come up. Photo by John Peeples

Security Access Policy Reviewed
by Paula Mischke

The newly-developed Security Com-
mittee met October 14 to discuss campus
security, the committee's concerns, and
students' concerns.

The Access Policy for using academic
buildings after school hours was top priori-
ty during the meeting. A problem of the
past, and present, occurs when students ex-
pect to be admitted by Security to a
building, only to discover entrance denied
to them.

This will happen if the student has not
previously asked a professor to give his
name to Security to be put on the building's
access list.

Security's present Access Policy is that
every student must have his professor turn
in his name to Security before he can have
after-hours admittance to the academic
buildings. Security has compiled a perma-
nent list of every student and the buildings
to which he has been given access. The list
will be added to, as the students have pro-
fessors give their names to Security re-
questing necessary access.

Certain areas may be closed to the
general student population, open only for
specified students. This situation occurs if
so requested by a professor, to protect cir-

cumstantial rights of his academic area and
students.

The north gate on the lane leading
behind Voorhies and Trezevant is often
found locked when least expected, or so it
seems. There are designated hours for lock-
ing the gate. Between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
weekdays, the gate is open to allow student
traffic.

After 6 p.m., Security will lock the
gate unless an activity involving on-off
campus traffic is occurring. As soon as
possible after the activity, the gate will be
closed.

On Sundays, the North Parkway gate
is kept closed in order to channel all traffic
through library lane, and up the road which
leads in front of the Security building. The
gates around campus were put up five years
ago to help eliminate theft, especially car
theft.

Students' habits of going in and out
emergency doors were also discussed at the
meeting. These doors are labeled for
emergency use only, and alarms have been
connected to alert dorm residents of an
emergency.

Because of frequent use, the alarm bat-
tery packs have worn out, and, as the packs
are expensive, the school has stopped
replacing them. Security requests that
students stop using the emergency doors.
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A Perspective on Rush
Editorial:

There are some things that aren't "supposed" to be discussed. One of them is death.
Another is homosexuality. And then there's Rush.

Rush is difficult, to say the very least. It is difficult for the girls and the guys going
through the process of parties and bids. It is difficult for the members of sororities and
fraternities to "pick" who they want out of over a hundred people, and it is also difficult
for freshmen and upperclassmen who aren't going through it, yet have to live with it.

Labeling people is too easy, and it's been done too long. A "Greek" has a stereotyped
image of being "preppy" and group-oriented. An "independent", likewise, has an image
of being anti-greek anything. And then there is "freak," and I'm not too sure what that's
supposed to mean.

The point is we are supposed to be modern, open-minded, intelligent college students,
delving into things that many people never have an opportunity to, such as the arts, the
sciences, intelligent discussion, and friendships on a higher level than when we were kids.
Yet we're still hung up on labels.

Someone asked me several weeks ago what the moral justification was for a girl or a
guy falling through rush, in otherwords, getting no bids. As a member of the Greek system,
I was hit very hard by the fact that I had no answer for my friend. I could go on for an hour
about the benefits of sisterhood and the contributions Greek groups make to society, but I
have no answer to give a girl who is not wanted by those four groups.

Granted, our system is better here at Southwestern than at many schools. The Com-
munity Life Committee should be commended for seeing that no person is discriminated
against, and that everyone is considered not once, but twice. I think the system is moving
toward a more open, less taboo environment.

But students still get cut. I don't know what the answer is. I think it lies somewhere in
communication: such as the SAE's Bush sign in the refectory. Perhaps they meant no
harm, but they should have considered the consequences before hanging that sign.

Perhaps, too, the consequences should be considered in hanging a sign on only one
side of the refectory. Who labeled those sides, anyway? In the same way, why can't open
houses be just that, open houses. Open to everyone on campus, not just freshmen and
transfers, but everyone, "Eligible Rushee" or not?

The system is an old one, and one that has undergone many changes at Southwestern.
It certainly isn't perfect, but it is what we have to work with. Shouldn't we be trying harder
to work together?

G.M.

Film Has Lasting Beauty
by Neville Carson

Well, what do you do after you've seen
a film like Angi Vera ? Do you sit down and
intellectualize about it over coffee, or do
you lean back in your seat and murmur,
"Gee whiz...how beautiful!" Unable,
under the spell of this work, to keep my
critical eye as sharply focused as I would
have liked, I find myself, at least in this
case, an enthusiastic member of the Gee-
Whiz school.

Angi Vera is such a wonderfully rich
thing that after the lights have come up one
feels overwhelmed-pleasantly so-and
would be content to remain so, filled with
that vague emotional satisfaction the film
provides. But alas! This is a review, and the
time has come to set aside emotional in-
dulgence and look at Angi Vera with a cool
intellectual eye. So let us speak of plot,
photography, and acting.

It would be impossible to cover the
plot without being completely dull. Let me
be only partially dull and say that Angi is
faced with a choice between her love for a
man and her devotion to the Communist
Party. All through the film Angi is painted
as a loving, sensitive girl who follows the
Party because it is good to her, and who on-
ly uses her courage in dire need.

Towards the end of the film Angi is
faced with a choice between exposing her
affair with her teacher or keeping quiet and
hoping no one informs on her. In a coldly
shocking scene she admits all. Her instruc-
tor rises and admits that they were in love,
but Angi denies even that, saying she loved
only his authority. For her honesty, Angi is
well favored at graduation, but collapses
under the emotional strain. She wants to
fulfill her ambitions and keep her humanity

as well, but the end suggests that the more
powerful she becomes, the less human she
will be.

The photography is as rich and
beautiful as the story. All the scenes are
shot in heavy shadows or dim light, some in
almost complete darkness, creating a
brooding, mysterious air that is perfect for
Angi, doe-eyed and beautiful, hard to ever
know completely, to move in.

One sees a face in stark lamplight, the
outlines of lover's bodies in darkness, a
portrait-like closeup of a face through a
window, lit by the suns reflection off snowy
fields. Darkness, light, and sad, muted col-
ors give the film a haunting, yet starkly real,
atmosphere that touches the heart and
seduces utterly the eye.

Veronika Papp stars as Angi, with Erz-
si Pasztor as the instructor and Somas Dun-
nai as a miner with a hopeless crush on the
heroine. Angi is a role that relies a good
deal on physical expression rather than
dialogue, and Ms. Papp pulls it off with all
the charm and subtlety that one could
desire. She plays with great strength and
depth, and is beautiful besides. Pasztor
does not look like a lover; he looks like a
thin schoolteacher, but he brings moving
passion to his role, the passion of an or-
dinary man in the grips of real, uncon-
trollable love for the first time.

Dunnai is the saddest looking
Hungarian you'll ever see, with a face ac-
cented by deep creases and brooding eyes
peering out from under shaggy brows. One
cannot help but be troubled by his big,
clumsy tenderness.

Director Pal Gabor has given us a film
of enduring beauty and universal meaning.

Box 724...
Dear Editor,

I don't know what chance most people
will have of understanding this letter. Pro-
bably very slim-at least that's the way I view
many minds evolving today. My letter is
about desperation-desperation of today's
youth. I realize that youth is a group af-
fronted by desperate people. But I foresee a
tragic and bitter irony because the words
youths receive today are hackneyed. Ex-
planations are unconvincing. Consolations
are disheartening. The government is op-
pressive.

Youth today are desperate. They are so
filled with the hope and individualism of
the original American Spirit. But this coun-
try has become over-burdening. It stifles
the youth. It squashes their hopes and
cramps their individualism. It offers them
only conformity and loss of identity. No
longer is there room for people to have dif-
ferences in this country. The trend is
toward making everyone alike in thought,
in appearance, and in action. This country
was founded on dedication to the beautiful
principles of humanity. But today this
idealistic commitment has been twisted into
a venomous chauvinism that monopolizes
power and wealth.

Youth are tired. They are forced to in-
herit this country left to them but on dif-
ferent terms, not on their own. They are be-
ing made into something they are not-to be
shaped into another image. Along with this
image supposedly comes the sense of

What's Happening...

maturity. But this is not achieved with the
clothes they wear nor with the actions they
take; maturity is centered on ideals in the
mind and nothing else. The tragedy is that
the people who accept only this image of
maturity will receive the power of this na-
tion and will persecute the others the rest of
their days. Still, youth cry out in agony and
discontent: "This is not a free country!
This really isn't a free country!" And it
isn't. But the search for freedom does not
end. This search is not just by young people
who can't stand the competition of our
society. These are the geniuses of our
generation who reject the stifling re-
quirements.

And these people will invest their
talents elsewhere within themselves, in the
Canadian frontier, outside the cramping
narrowness of American society. Maybe
everybody knows all this and won't do
anything about it (possibly they can't), or
they don't even understand what I'm talk-
ing about.

I'm really not sure why I'm writing this
letter or even if it was sent to the right
place. It doesn't matter anyway, even for
those who tend to ignore it.

In increasing despair,
John Dobbins

Correction:
The Ali-Holmes article in last

week's paper was written by Philip
Habeeb; we inadvertently left off
his by-line.

I look around Memphis and
Southwestern, (and the whole United
States) and what I see as the most important
event that's happening is the upcoming
Presidential election. Southwestern took
part in a National ARA election recently
and the results were: Anderson 38%,
Reagan 26%, and Carter 25%, as compared
to the national results which had Reagan
and Carter virtually deadlocked at 40%
apiece, with Anderson picking up only
20%. This discrepancy between SAM and
the rest of ARA student participants is
disturbing to me. It is on that note, that I'd
like to explore the Presidential elections.

I think it's a tragedy that people would
rather vote for Anderson than Carter,
knowing that Anderson, according to all
major polls, has no chance of obtaining
even one electoral vote. All Anderson can
do is tip the scales for Reagan in key states.
Do we want Reagan as President?...Think
about it.

Even if Anderson is the best man of the
three, it's being unrealistic to think he has a
chance of winning at this point. Sure, there
are a lot of people I would rather see as
President than Carter or Reagan (or Ander-
son), but the fact is, I know they would
have no chance of winning. It's time people
stopped being so self-righteous and started
realizing that the election is less than three
weeks away; we must accept our Presiden-
tial choices for better or worse.

Reagan is old, ultra-conservative, and
uninformed and inexperienced in domestic
and foreign policy. Reagan's claim to fame,
before becoming governor of California,
was playing second fiddle to a chimp in the
move "Bedtime for Bonzo". Bush is no
chimp, but he is a hypocrite.

Carter is wishy-washy, unpopular in
Congress and foreign countries, and has
made numerous mistakes. Inflation and
unemployment have sky-rocketed. But if
we vote for Reagan, all we're going to have
is another governor making four more years
of mistakes. Carter has begun to learn from
his four years of mistakes and is intelligent
enough to know he either "shapes up or
ships out." He has done good work in
keeping peace between Egypt and Israel,
and has contributed more money to educa-
tion than any other President in recent
history. The Afghanistans and Irans of this

world will continue their ways, regardless of
what the United States wants the world to
be like. Reagan and Anderson, without a
doubt, would have done no better in either
situation. In addition, one must wonder if
Reagan would have sacrificed many
American lives in Iran.

Anderson is bright, articulate, and has
fresh ideas. I almost forgive him for trying
to bring Christ permanently into the Con-
stitution on three separate occasions. Yet he
has never been more than a small-time Con-
gressman in Illinois; that's what President
Ford was in Michigan for 25 years, and he
had many problems adjusting to the White
House's top office.

This is a free country, and the choice is
up to each voter; but you can't say I didn't
warn you.

To get your mind off all this "depress-
ing" stuff, there are some things almost as
entertaining as a Presidential election hap-
pening right here in Memphis. For example:

Broadway moves to Beale Street in
Memphis this week with the help of Mem-
phis Development Foundation, Dunavant
Enterprises, Inc., Turk May Inc., and the
Orpheum. Sid Caesar and Fred Astaire's
better half, Ginger Rogers, will star in
"Anything Goes," Cole Porter's classic
musical comedy October 12-26. Individual
tickets for each show are available at
Goldsmith's Outlets and Tickets Now, the
Orpheum's phone charge service at
523-6188.

Fassbinder's "the Marriage of Maria
Braun" plays at the Memphian, beginning
October 24 and ends Nov. 6. Also, coming
to Theatre Memphis (630 Perkins Extend-
ed) is the play "Medea" by Larry Fineberg
and directed by Bennet Wood. Curtain
times are 8 p.m., October 21 and 22, and
admission is $1.

Memphis Pink Palace Museum, 3050
Central Avenue, is having its annual Hallo-
ween party on Saturday, October 25th,
from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. This will include
such Halloween events as apple-bobbing,
pumpkin carving, horror flicks, and much
more. Admission is free from 9-10 a.m.,
and half-price, including all Museum ex-
hibits, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Enjoy mid-term break and I'll see you
next on October 31.
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Free Exhibit
Sculptor Charles Clayton Kibby of

Eugene, Oregon, is showing 19 of his works
at a free public exhibit at Southwestern's
Clough-Hanson Gallery. The works will be
on exhibit through the end of October.

Using such materials as wood, stone,
plastic and metal, Kibby sculpts figures
which combine the fluidity of the "wave"
form with the harsh regularity of three-
dimensional grids. According to the artist,
the interplay of these contrasting forms
creates a "tension or dichotomy" in his
work.

Fourteen free-standing pieces, each
about two feet high, and four wall hangings
comprise the indoor segment of the exhibit.
In addition, a larger work-a series of
masonite waves-will stretch across the
lawn adjacent to the building in which the
gallery is housed.

Kibby, who attended Southwestern
from 1969-71 and studied under Memphis
artist Lon Anthony, graduated from the
University of Oregon with a B.S. degree in
fine arts. He has exhibited his works in
Nashville at the 1974 Tennessee All-State
Exhibit and the 1978 Summer Solstice
Celebration at Centennial Park where he in-
stalled a large temporary work as well as the
Mississippi Museum of Art in Jackson, the
State Capitol Building in Salem, Oregon,
and the Coos Art Museum in Oregon.

Kibby has ranked as a finalist in several
Oregon sculpture competitions. In 1980 he
won a six-month residence grant from the
Helene Wurlitzer Foundation in Taos,
N.M.

The Sou'wester Staff
wishes everyone an
exciting Fall Break.

B52's Return
by Hank Rector

The B52's are back in true form with
their latest release, Wild Planet. This sur-
prisingly successful debut album and single,
the notorious "Rock Lobster", a song
which holds the dubious distinction of be-
ing played in discos despite the handicap of
having no rhythm.

The B52's are a group of non-
musicians (as they themselves are the first to
admit) from Athens, Georgia. With their
success, they've brought back the worst of
the early sixties: beehive hairdos, drop-ball
earrings, and geometrical, Cold-War
fashions. The two girls in the group, Kate
Pierson and Cindy Wilson, look like the
alien women on Star Trek that Captain
Kirk was in the habit of falling in love with
every episode.

As on their first album, the vocals are
split between Fred Scheider's toneless
shouting and Cindy and Kate's ethereal
harmonies. The instrumental backing con-
sists of a single guitar, roller-rink organ,
drums, an occasional keyboard bass, and
nothing else. The lyrics sound like they've
been made up as they went along.

But Wild Planet, while far from being
a "good" album in the conventional man-
ner, is less haphazard and generally more
polished than their first effort. Songs like
"Dirty Back Road" and "53 Miles West of
Venus" reveal an interesting trend towards
serious musical experimentation. But "Par-
ty Out of Bounds", "Quiche Lorraine",
"Devil in my Car" (their answer to
"Highway to Hell"?), and "Strobe Light"
have all the demented appeal of their earlier
work.

The B52's may be appealing only as a
temporary phenomenon (band in costumes
never last) but they do have a certain
demented charisma.

Buy it? If you've got seven or eight
dollars lying around the room (you don't;
nobody does), why not? They're at least as
talented as ELO and not half as preten-
sious.

by Vicky Wallace
Though .it's too late to rescue mid-

terms, undue stress need not destroy final
exams.

Help comes in the form of a Stress
Management Skills training offered by the
Southwestern Counseling Center. Beginn-
ing after break, the group will be led by
John Whirley, Personal Counselor in the
center.

The group will meet for four weeks,
A Kibby Sculpture which "combines the once a week. About a dozen people have
fluidity of the wave" with harsh grids. signed up so far. For those who missed the

Photo by John Peeples October 10 deadline, it is still not too late.

Professor Wood Says:

A Vividly Poetic 'Narrow Bed'
by Professor R. C. Wood

Vigorous kudos are due to Jack Farris,
author of Into Thy Narrow Bed, and to
Betty Ruffin, who plays the wife and
mother in the family which is the focus of
the drama. I attended the second perfor-
mance in a series which will continue mid-
week and week-ends until November 2 at
the Circuit Theater; I was gratified to see a
number of Southwesterners in the seats. I
urge further support from this community.
The play is strong, its writing vivid and
poetic, its structure firm. The single set and
other production features are excellent. The
local east in collusion with John Malley, a
screen and TV actor, and Mrs. Ruffin,
could hardly be better in their roles. Jo
Lynn Palmer as the daughter-in-law comes
through with an especially effective perfor-
mance.

Is Jack Farris contemplating new
challenges? Photo by John Peeples

The final scene, about which there had
been some rumor of controversy, is done in
gestures alone. The father's weariness does
become, by means of this pantomimic
coda, a genuine sadness. His dignity in sor-
row is monumental, and the motions of his
wife and younger son toward reconciliation
with him seem to underscore their lack of
any real sharing in the father's lonely being.
On the deepest level of the play the father is
an enigma, only partly clarified by his
existential-lawman dedication. His is a
world-sickness, which I did not understand
from what he or anyone else said in the
play, but which appeared in him and grew.
He is like a rough-out god or genius trapped
in poor, mortal circumstances. A profound
aloneness is his fate. Mr. Farris is decidedly
a poet of fatherhood.

Mr. Farris' narrative powers are
notable in certain speeches. Talk of "the
river people," itinerant sharecroppers and
fishermen, bring them before one's eye.
There are touches of humor, too, none
overdone.

Costello, Best of New Wave
by Jeff Horn

Elvis Costello is easily the best thing to
have come out of the New Wave. Looking a
great deal like Buddy Holly with a
migraine, rock's master of scorn has an un-
canny knack for catchy melodies, and a
sharp ear for pop-hooks.

His lyrics, in sharp contrast to the
basically upbeat tempo of the music, ring of
cynism. Elvis' backup band, the Attrac-
tions, rank with Rumour and the E Street
Band as the premier in rock n' roll.

Until recently, it was difficult for a fan
to compile a complete collection of Elvis
Costello's work. Besides recording four ex-
cellent albums in slightly over three years, a
remarkably prolific rate for a songwriter-
performer, Elvis has also released
numerous singles, the B-sides of which rare-
ly appear on any album. Most of these
singles were never released in America, and
are available, if at all, only as high-priced
imports in rare record shops.

But now, this frustrating, and expen-
sive, search is over. Columbia Records has
seen fit to release Taking Liberties, a com-
pilation of twenty previously unreleased
Elvis songs, B-sides, and limited edition

singles. All of it, though, is vintage Elvis
Costello.

While listening to Taking Liberties, it
is fascinating to compare Elvis' versions of
his songs with the most popular renditions
others made famous. For example, Elvis'
"Girls Talk," cannot match the intensity of
Dave Edmunds' nor the irony of Linda
Ronstadt's. His country-flavored "Stranger
in the House" equals Rachel Sweet's ver-
sion, while he bests his own "official" ren-
dition of "Clowntime is Over," found on
the album, Get Happy, with an improved,
much tougher performance.

Other highlights on this record include
"Clean Money," a rocker, and the pop-
oriented "Black and White World," both
previously unreleased.

And then there are the oddities, such as
Elvis' excursion into funk with the late
hustler Van McCoy's "Getting Mighty
Crowded," as well as Costello's surprising-
ly straight rendition of Rogers and Hart's
"My Funny Valentine."

Of course, there are bound to be
throwaway tunes on an album of this sort.
But overall, Taking Liberties successfully
fills in the gaps in the career of one of rock
music's most important and talented artists.

Into Thy Narrow Bed is a tragic
pastoral play. The time-setting, 1934, is
kept before us, but not insistently. It would
seem to be Mr. Farris' intention to achieve
a certain timelessness. It seems to me the
play comes very close to genuine tragedy:
the pressure of the plot is one of inevitabili-
ty that the father and his elder son will have
a fatal reckoning. This is never kept from
the audience as would be the ease in a
popular melodrama.

Despite the highly authentic, moving
performance Betty Ruffin gives as the
pious, protective mother, the play makes
the character ineffectual. Her down-home
religiosity flies up as prattle; a primitive
mother-love is much more powerful than
her faith, and her love cannot avert
tragedy. The father, a sheriff who cannot
believe in God but who has a singular deter-
mination to enforce the law impartially,
comes across in John Malloy's portrayal as
something of a "burnt-out case," a deeply
weary, bleak-souled man. In the opening
scenes his dedication to his job is shown to
be his main absorption, but he is kind to his
younger son and loving to his wife, if
wearied in manner and a little distracted. A
man in his late fifties, he could be just tired,
but it does turn out that his elder son, a
married man with a child, suffers a
grievance for his father's neglect of him in
boyhood. A Sunday dinner scene in which
this greivance comes out is one of the most
disturbing in the play. The intended festivi-
ty is cracked in pieces; the pain is explosive.

Later, however, when the elder son
comes to his mother with the confession
that he is indeed the murderer of his wife's
lover and lives in dread of his father's
dutiful pursuit, he repeats his grievance
about his father's neglect of him. As he has
proved to be a pretty rotten fellow by this
time, the complaint has the quality of ra-
tionalization. I thought this speech weaken-
ed the pace of the play; it smacked of an
anachronistic "Freudian" excuse for the
son's badness. However, when the father
and son do confront each other with
weapons, the son takes on some stature he
has seemed to lack. Perhaps he does love
his father after all. But he never learns what
or who he is.

an unmarried woman
Jill Clayburgh stars in An Unmarried

Woman, a frank and wonderfully percep-
tive comedy about a woman who must
rediscover herself when her husband leaves
her for a younger woman. She tries to get
control of her life with the help of her
friends and therapy. Along the way, she
finds a romance with an appealing artist.

Starring along with Clayburgh in this
film are Alan Bates, Michael Murphy, and
Cliff Gorman. The film was directed by
Paul Mazursky and produced by Paul
Mazursky and Tony Ray.

Show times will be Tuesday, October
28 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in Frazier-Jelke B.

-IN THIS CORNER

"If there is a need, we are here to meet
it," said Whirley.

The purpose of the training group will
be two-fold: identifying the stress and lear-
ning ways to deal with it. Identifying the
stress is the first step, according to Whirley.

"Often we are unaware of our stress,"
Whirley explained. "Once the stress is iden-
tified, it can be better handled."

Individuals in the group will need to
identify their stress on a personal level.
"People have different areas of stress and
different ways the stress is felt," Whirley
said. Though it is common, not every stu-
dent experiences stress with exams.

Others feel stress in regards to inter-
personal relationships, parties, professors,
thoughts of failure, or how to get a job
after graduation. Some students, said
Whirley, get headaches or stomach pains in
response to stress while others suffer
backaches or insomnia.

Once identified, the stress can be ap-
proached. It is a familiar feeling to be so
anxious about a test that the studying is put
off until it becomes a last minute cram.
Then, said Whirley, the problem is
magnified. "Not only are you anxious
about the test, you don't know the
material, either." Simply planning ahead,
he said, reduces a great deal of stress.

Training in relaxation techniques will
be taught to manage stress. If relaxation is
learned, it can then be attached to the
stressful situation. "Of course, an in-
dividual should not completely relax," said
Whirley, for then a student would never
make it to class. "A level of tension is need-
ed to function, but excess tension in-
terferes."

"Counting sheep to go to sleep is no
joke," Whirley claimed.

Visual imagery, one useful technique,
diverts the uptight person's train of thought
away from the rut it is stuck in. For in-
stance, a student who is uptight about a test
can conjure up an image of himself walking
calmly into the classroom and with no pro-
blems, filling in all the blanks. This imagery
takes the person's mind off the stuck-in-
the-rut feeling of failure.

Progressive muscle relaxation, medita-
tion, and breathing exercises are other
stress-reducing techniques, said Whirley.
"Tension is shown through the body. The
theory is that if the body is relaxed, it is
hard for the mind to be tense.

"The more different kinds of tools or
techniques that are known, the higher the
chances of them being used and of the right
ones being used for the right situations."
Whirley gave this example of the wrong tool
at the wrong time: In a crowded room, it is
not a good idea to close one's eyes and
count sheep. A breathing exercise would be
more appropriate to the situation.

The Counseling Center is optimistic
about using the group approach. The main
benefits are the shared experiences and the
shared solutions. Students no longer need
to feel like they are the only ones with a
problem similar to their own. Also,
students share ways that have worked for
them in dealing with a particular stress.
Everything said in a group is confidential.

If response is good, the Counseling
Center will offer the Stress Management
Skills on a continued basis. The program
could also be extended to faculty.

PHOTO NOT
AVAILABLE

Tom Dorian
I tried all week to recruit a columnist for In This Corner..., to no avail. No

one I contacted was available. So here I am, in this corner, with "no picture
available (Exams-Do Not Disturb)."

My purpose for "being here" is two fold:
1) In This Corner... is designed to be a weekly column. Sou'wester readers

can count on turning to page three and seeing a friendly faculty (or administra-
tion) face. I think people look forward to this column, and I did not want to
disappoint them this week (though they are probably disappointed by now).

2) I think there were probably some people I did not contact last week who
were available as columnists. I want to take this opportunity to re-emphasize the
Sou'wester's open invitation to faculty and administration to join us in this cor-
ner. I don't know every faculty member, and it's hard to know who to contact or
when to contact them. The easiest solution to this problem is for faculty and ad-
ministration people to contact me. The Sou'wester has a box in the faculty
mailroom; there is an office phone; and I have a phone.

The first reaction of faculty members when I approach them about writing
for the newspaper usually goes something like this: "Well, I don't know what I
could say that students would like to read. Are you sure you can't get somebody
else to write?" or: "I don't really have anything on my mind right now, but..."

Sure you have things on your mind! Go ahead and write them up and submit
them to the paper, or contact me and let me know you are interested in writing.
That way I won't have to write anymore last-minute columns...I mean, what have
I got to say that students would like to read?

Learn To Relax
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Tourney Held
by Bill Caulkins

What do you think of around the se-
cond week of October? World series? Ex-
ams? Mid-term Break?

Well, for some it also means the an-
nual Fall Whiteball Tournament, which
concluded last Tuesday. The tournament,
sponsored by Southwestern Whiteball
Association (SWWA), had 25 teams play-
ing this year. This was the fifth annual fall
tournament with the sixth annual spring
tournament coming in May.

Entry for the tournament was $4 per
team, which goes to buy kegs of beer. Tour-
nament players drink beer free and spec-
tators pay 25 cents a cup. SWWA is a non-
profit organization, with money going
towards more beer. Kappa Sigma fraternity
sold tee-shirts during the tournament.

The tournament is open to anyone on
or off campus, and provides double-
elimination with a feed-in consolation. This
year, winners were two former
Southwestern students, Peter Christian and
Stewart Hyatt. Their victory Monday
represents their third straight tournament
without a loss.

Runners-up were Don Linke and
Robert Howell, third place was captured by
Bill Caulkins and Pat Vejr, and fourth
place went to Tommy Seal and Mitch
Childress.

The SWWA invites and encourages all
members of the Southwestern student body
to play whiteball.

Sou'wester Brief
October 12-18 is designated as

"National Newspaper Week."
According to History of

American Journalism, the first
newspaper published in America
was "The Present State of New
English Affairs" (1689, Cam-
bridge, Mass.). Since that time, the
American newspaper has provided
coverage of news events affecting
the lives of all Americans. This
American newspaper thought you
would like to know.

The action seems to never stop o
autumn evenings. Whiteball and w
still get along better than one might

Photo 
by John

Class of
by Fruak Jones

The Freshman Class of 1980 is slightly
larger and has slightly higher entrance test
scores than the Freshman Class of 1979.

This year, 286 freshmen came to
Southwestern, as opposed to 281 last year.
Of the 286 students, 155 are male, and 131
are female.

The S.A.T. mean score this year is
1115, compared to last year's 1100. These
scores are way above average, as the na-
tional average S.A.T. is 424 on math, and
466 for verbal, for a combined score of 890.
The A.C.T. mean for both classes is 26.

"We're always over 1100, but then it
varies a little," said Mary Jo Miller, Direc-
tor of Admissions.

Ms. Miller said the freshman class
which entered in 1973 is the only class in the
past 15 years to have S.A.T. scores under
1100.
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Tigers Defeat Lynx
by Rick Cartwright

A fourth quarter explosion by the Sewanee Tigers dashed the comeback hopes of the
Lynxcats as the Tigers put 10 points on the board late in the period to beat the Lynx 24-13
last Saturday.

Coach Gary Troll made no excuses for the squad stating, "They outplayed us." Troll
went on to remark that the team's tackling effort was the "worst" of any team he had been
associated with, stating that the team missed "25-30 tackles in the game."

The Tigers were able to drive the ball well against the Southwestern defense, scoring
on one 98 yard drive and breaking for a 55 yard run by Sewanee running back D. J. Reina,
who accounted for the majority of Sewanee's rushing yards and two of their touchdowns.
The Lynx did not score until late in the first half, on a one yard plunge by Joe Cull.

The Lynxcats pulled to within one point of Sewanee early in the fourth quarter but the
point after attempt by Steve Androlewicz failed and the Tigers went on to score a field goal
and a touchdown to ice the game.

Penalties hurt the Lynxcats by calling back big plays and by getting Sewanee out of
bad situations. However, according to several Lynx players, the officiating was fair. The
Sewanee home games have often been a hotbed of contention over questionable calls by the
officials, usually to the detriment of the visiting team.

The Lynxcat woes were compounded by the loss of two defensive ends, Tim Phillips

n these and Marcus Stevison, both with knee injuries that will put them out for the season. The

vindows loss of the two is especially hard because it leaves the Lynx with few replacements in that
t think, position.
Peeples The Lynx play at home tomorrow against the Scots of Maryville College. For those

who will spend break in Memphis, game time will be at 1:30.

'84 Keeps Standards High
The geographic diversity of the student

body is greater now, with 33 states and 15
foreign countries represented. Of these
numbers, the freshman class has represen-
tatives from 17 states and eight foreign
countries.

This year, 60% of the student body is
receiving some form of financial assistance.
The amount of aid is $1,935,011.

As for prospects for the freshman class
of 1981, Ms. Miller said, "It looks real
good. We are having more visitors than we
usually have."

She also said that the prospective
students comment on the student body and
how welcome students make the visitor feel.

"They sense very quickly the pride that
is here," Ms. Miller said.

Ms. Miller concluded by saying that

maintaining academic standards was the
most important goal of the Admissions
Dept. However, Southwestern would in-
crease its size while maintaining those goals,
if possible.

"We will not go for numbers, we'll go
for quality," she said.

ENTER THE MILLER
NATIONAL DOUBLES
TOURNAMENT AND WIN...

$50,000 FIRST PLACE
$125,000 GUARANTEED PRIZE FUND
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atinal
doubesFor complete information contact

tournament Guy Iverson, Premium Brands, Inc.
Amateur Event 454-4800
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